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Recent experience in transportation, scheduling & track & trace. Proactively take 
ownership of day to day activities and have the ability to work independently. Supply 
Chain & Logistics Technology.  

EXPERIENCE

Transportation Planner/Executive
ABC Corporation - AUGUST 2011 – MARCH 2013

 Responsible for making modal and carrier selections for all customer 
orders.

 Planned and accepted freight loads and coordinated drivers with 
loads.

 Responsible for ensuring that all customer service, traffic issues, and 
requests are resolved in a manner that meets or exceeds the 
customers expectations.

 Entered, updated, and/or tracked orders and shipments. Chose low-
cost mode and carrier following customer-specific routing instructions.

 Strategically schedule Wisconsin Outbound Freight to ensure on-time 
delivery to the customer base.

 Develop customer relationships to optimize freight capacity and to 
determine areas of availability.

 Provide customer quotes as needed to supply customers with cost-
effective transportation requirements.

Transportation Planner 
ABC Corporation - MAY 2007 – MARCH 2011

 Manually created shipments, assigned carriers, and dispatched 
shipments across multiple modes, optimization/consolidation of daily 
shipment plan, produced bills of lading and updated shipment status 
information for minimally complex transportation clients (e.g., multi-
stop TL, LTL consolidation, multiple modes) and for multiple divisions 
and/or facilities.

 Monitored shipments to ensure on-time pick up and delivery to meet 
customer requirements.

 Collected information electronically from load planning system and 
made decisions on how to assign shipments based on knowledge of 
customer needs and requirements.

 Managed exception shipments such as re-consignments, OS&D 
situations, or critical shipments to ensure all relevant parties are 
provided status information.

 Monitored account activity and analyzed customer transaction 
reports.
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 Recommended areas for process improvement to maintain quality 
assurance to Logistics Manager.

 Monitored customer service activity to ensure customer satisfaction.

EDUCATION



SKILLS

Management, Logistics, Leadership, Decision Making.
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